
Re-edited 

Screen plays:  “Unframed”


Chapter1 


In a room, Chen sits in front of the window, looking at the skyscraper through the window, 
while all the city sounds come into his mind. His finger clicks on the table, the rhythm is 
the same as the speed which at second hand turns once.  


With all sounds getting shaper and closer, what he see starts to distorted, from 
skyscrapers to digital colour curve, end up being blank. 


Chapter 2


In an infinite white space, the floor is made with water. There is a rusted screen is 
composed seated in the middle of black table. The table is made to millions of digital data 
that is constant shifting 


Chen No1, Chen No2, Chen No3 sits on the left side of table, waiting for Chen No@ Coming.  
Chen No @ come and sits in front of them. Conversation starts:


No1: I am happy to see

         you are doing fine


No2: I am also happy to see

         You are doing fine


No3: Indeed


No@:


No1: we may misunderstand 


No2: It seems like that 


No3: You miss a part of your body

         Such as your head

         


No@: 


No1: You only miss your head 

         That is fine

         You can walk, jump, sleep. 

         Sit in front of us


No2:  Does it matter

          It does not matter

          You live matter


No3: He’s a little sensitive 


No@:




No1: Don’t be so angry


No2: If you need anything, we can help you


No3: We want to help people


No@:


No1:  we give you an offer


No2:   We provide all components

           The Ear

            Eyes 

            Noise

            

No3:  we have few examples on the table

          With best quality 


No@:


No1: You don’t need to pay

         Before packaging it


No2:  All we ask 

          Is using materials from us


No3:   It has whole life policy

           But no return or exchange


No@:


No1: Good luck

         Hope you find the ideal one


No2:  like most does


No3:  Now, we need to fix ourself 


No@: 


Black out


Chapter 3


Black in


In a black room, various of white body components hanging on the wall with spot lights 
flashing towards on them. 


Chen No@ sits on the chair, lowering his head in thought. With the sound of harsh 
clicking, shouting coming from far, he starts to awake.




 he aware that he was on the gesture of holding his head even though he doesn’t have 
one, while thinking. He stands on, and intensively walking back and forth. 


Sounds of shouting and clicking coming closer and closer 


He stoped walking for few seconds, grabbing a head on the wall that looks mostly 
complete, holding it running out of this dark room. 


Outside, In an infinite space, The floor is composed by cuboids with different hight and 
wight, moving slowly,


On the top the cuboid surfaces,  Thousands of figures( no head Look like Chen No @) 
dragging their broken head with cable walking passing by Chen No@. Broken heads are 
making noise when its rubbing on the floor. 


In front of moving figures, there is gigantic head( made by those moving cuboids, only 
month left on the face) opening his mouth. one metal stair comes out from its mouth, and 
lots of head with complete face rolling out through the stair, falling on the cuboid floor.  


They drop down the cable, and start running towards on those heads that lies on the 
floor, taking it up and put it on their body. 


In the same time, those broken heads starts to grow, while the sound of shouting gets 
louder and louder. In the end, broken heads explode.  


Black out


Chapter 4

There is industry room inside of the gigantic head, where all complete head are 
created for no head figures.


In this room,  Chen NO1, Chen NO2, Chen NO3, lies on instruments that plugged  
with the 3d laser printer. Their back side of the head connects to the central 
computer by cables. 3d printer starts to print the head, and deliver to the outside 
of this room, while the computer processor starts to deliver the data to Chen’s 
heads. Chen No1 and Chen No3 are still functioning, but Chen No2 stop working.


The conversation starts:


No1: You must carry on, 3


No2: 


No3:  Yes I know I know 


No1:   Everything has time limit


No2:




No3: yes 

         you are right


No1: suffering also has its time limits 


No2:


No3: Indeed 

         I Know it


No1: But I will finish soon

         Not that far 


No2:


No3:  After that we have to leave this fucking garbage world

          


No1: Yes we will be free on that moment


No2: B….r..ing…….m….e….. t…he…r…..e


No3:  You are totally right


No1: I can’t help you No2

         You hesitate 

         On the way


No2:   P…l….ea…..s……e


No3:  it doesn’t matter 

          No2

          You will be reshaped

          Just being part of them 

          Look 


No1: we only need to take care of ourselves No3


No2:


No3: So pretty 


No1: and we are able to do what we want


No2:


No3: That would be the best


No1: Don’t do think we deserve it

         We work hard

         We follow rules 

         We keep silence  


No2:


No3:


No1: Almost there 

         A brand new day will start




No2:


No3:


Conversation ends, machines are still working. Sound of shouting come into the 
room, become louder and louder. 


Black out  


Chapter 5


Going back to a black infinite space. All the actions in this space stoped except 
Cuboids are still moving slowly. Fragment of old heads scattered on the floor, with 
electrical flashing. All figures have new head. Their actions shuts off, with eyes 
closing, and smiling faces. (chinese melody starts )


Chen No@ walk through those figures, with head holding on the hand.

He walks closer to a fragments of old head who is constant flashing, and look 
carefully on it( only body pose). 


Broken head makes glitch sound :  where am I 

                                                        Wh……….ere…..am  ….I…..I….

                                                        W……h…….e……r….

Shuts off completely 


Chen No@ walks in front of the stair, putting down the head. 


Start looking around for a moment


Turning around and leaving 


His body goes inside of dark


Chapter 6


In a room ( The same as chapter one). Chen is still siting in front of window, Looking at 
skyscrapers through the window.  His finger starts to clicking faster, with random rhythm.


Few moments later, Chen No@ passes by his window, standing in front of the window.  
That look at each other in silence.  Conversation starts:


Chen: Hello




Chen@: Hello


Chen: I am happy to see you back


Chen@: It is 


Chen: You made a choice 


Chen@: seems like that 


Chen:


Chen@: Did you made it

              The ViVA


Chen:    No

              Stopped on the way

              

Chen@:  Oh

             


Chen:   You know

              Body has limit


Chen@:  Everything has limit

              Time limits

               

               

                


Chen: Maybe

           Tt has exception

            But not for me 

            


Chen@: Almost there 

             A brand new day will start


Black out, with finger clicking sound.



